IS A HEALTHCARE CAREER THE PATH TO YOUR FUTURE?

Funding available for training in the following career paths:

- Certified Nurse Assistant
- Certified Medication Technician
- Patient Care Technician
- Licensed Practical Nurse
- Medical Assistant
- Community Health Partner
- Phlebotomy

Eligibility based on income requirements, residency in St. Louis City or County, HS Diploma/GED, an assessment, and Random Assignment (Lottery)

Call us today!

To attend a short orientation about HITE, please visit us at
SLATE Missouri Job Center, 1520 Market Street, 3rd Floor, St. Louis, MO 63103

For more information on HITE visit: https://mydss.mo.gov/hpog-hite
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Without the supports like remediation, transportation, supplies, and having a case manager for support through HITE, I would not have completed Medical Assistant training.

Alexis, SLATE HPOG Participant

Many of the people we see have many barriers, little to no income, no support system, and in a lot of cases, lost all hope on their goals. Being able to see an individual go from that to smiling because they have completed training and have a career that will provide for them is so rewarding as a Case Manager.

Amy Pollard, SLATE HPOG Case Manager

A person can tell when you are teaching from the heart or just for the paycheck. Thanks for everything...you guys are definitely a blessing to us.

Jeremy, SLATE HPOG CNA & CMT Graduate commenting on our training provider, STL Training
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